When ultraviolet (UV) radiation is absorbed by DNA, the electronic energy acquired by the molecule is efficiently converted into vibrational energy on an ultrafast timescale, preventing photochemical reactions which might induce mutations or strand breaks. In those ultrafast processes, conical intersections (CIs) play a crucial role [1] . Over the past years many studies have been performed to shed light in the fate of photoexcitations in DNA, although most of them with limited (>100 fs) temporal resolution. In this work we combine transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy using sub-20 fs UV pump pulses [2, 3] and broad UV spectral coverage with TA spectroscopy simulations from first principles based on mixed quantum mechanics /molecular mechanics (QM/MM) framework at the dynamically correlated multiconfiguration wavefunction level (CASPT2) [4, 5] to study the ultrafast relaxation dynamics of pyrimidine nucleosides uridine (Urd) and 5-methyluridine (MTU). Figure 1 shows TA measurements on Urd (panel a) and MTU (panel b) in the UV range following excitation at 270 nm. For both nucleosides we observe a stimulated emission (SE) band, extending from 300 to 360 nm and assigned to the bright * excited state. For Urd the SE decays with a time constant of 95 fs, whereas in MTU the SE shows a bi-exponential decay with a slower tail featuring a 2-ps time constant, suggesting that it involves a slower deactivation pathway of the * state. The SE band gives way to a photoinduced absorption (PA) band, which is red-shifted with respect to the ground state (GS) absorption, and is hence assigned to a hot ground GS. Fig. 1 Experimental pump-probe map and dynamics (data in dots and fits in solid lines) at given wavelengths for (a) uridine and (b) 5-methyluridine.
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